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Nashville Welcomes New Team Members 

It’s been a busy couple of years in Nashville and, things have been good for us.  Since the Eco Energy acquisition, 
we have seen steady revenue growth in a tough market, and we’re certainly proud of that.  All of the success is 
driven by our staff.  We have the best and most dedicated drivers in the business.  Couple that with our support 
staff in the office and maintenance facility, and it’s a team that can’t be beat.   
 
Our customer base includes Murphy USA, 7 Eleven, Kroger, Eco Energy, Circle K, Cary Oil, Lehigh, and 
GPM.  Jessica Kenderdine and Alex Bailey do a fantastic job of maintaining our customer relationships and 
helping our customers stay full of fuel! 
 
In our shop we now have a new foreman, Darrell Litchford.  Darrell came to Eagle with over 20 years of tractor 
trailer maintenance experience and has excelled in this critical role.  Jeffrey Palmer is also a new addition to our 
Eagle maintenance team.  After serving honorably in the US Army, Jeff attended and graduated from Lincoln Tech 
in Nashville, TN.  We are very happy to have him as part of our team.   

Wings and Wheels 
EAGLE TRANSPORT CORPORATION  September 2020 

From Justin Hamilton, Terminal Manager 

Jeffrey Palmer & Darrell Litchford 
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Derrick Wiggins 

Diana Sutphin 

Matt Falls Anthony Foy 

Dale Richman 

Doug Sutphin 

Ensure Safety with Proper Fleet Maintenance 

Safety should always be at the very foundation of everything we do as we go about our daily 
responsibilities. In order to truly give safety the attention & focus it deserves, we must recognize that we all 
play a role in operating safely every day.  
 
Proper fleet maintenance & equipment repairs must be an integral part of our safety culture. Our 
maintenance policies outline preventative maintenance services & inspections that allow our technicians to 
identify potential issues before they become breakdowns. While it is impossible to prevent all roadside 
breakdowns or DOT violations, our goal should be to prevent as many of them as possible. Preventing these 
issues along with the increased costs & safety issues related to them begins with supplying our technicians 
with the training, equipment, & most importantly the time to properly complete PMs & inspections per our 
policies. A rushed PM inspection could likely result in critical items being overlooked. Not scheduling PM 
inspections at the proper intervals could allow components to wear beyond their usable life leading to 
breakdowns or DOT violations. Good communication between our terminal operations staff & our shops 
is absolutely critical to properly schedule PM inspections & repairs when needed without adversely 
affecting our capacity to service our customers. This communication must flow both ways. Dispatch must 
share good scheduling info & equipment needs with our shops while our shops need to give detailed & 
accurate feedback about downtime & equipment availability.  
 
Drivers play a huge role in the communication process as well. Our drivers are our first line of defense for 
identifying equipment issues that occur between PM inspection intervals. Properly completed pre-trips & post-
trips are a vital tool for keeping our equipment in compliance & operating safely. Drivers must take the time to 
complete pre-trip & post-trip inspections as well as communicating with dispatch or the shop if there are any 
issues with their equipment.  
 
Our drivers & our shop staff must be comfortable with reporting equipment issues. Our schedules & 
equipment utilization must allow for repairs & PM inspections to be properly & promptly completed. And we 
must constantly review & analyze our maintenance policies to be sure they meet the needs of our fleet.  
Focusing on making our equipment fleet as safe & compliant as we can possibly make it will lead to fewer DOT 
violations & reduced costs while making us a safer company in the process. And all of us must play our role 
every day to make it happen! 

From Joe Phillips, VP of Maintenance 
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From Bree Bryant, VP of Safety 

 

A Trial Lawyer and a Conman Walk into a Burger King…and What 
About “the Covid”!? 
 

It reads like a sleazy, made-for-TV crime drama, something you might mistake for an episode of “Better Call 
Saul.” Inside a New Orleans Burger King, a personal injury lawyer and a scam artist rendezvous to plot their 

next move. On the back of a napkin the two masterminds sketch out a “get-rich-quick” scheme, involving 
orchestrated highway accidents & an unwitting 18-wheelers, phantom injuries, and hopefully large-sum 
lawsuits. The conman, Damian LaBeaud, would recruit a network of co-conspirators to play the role of ‘victim.’ 

Acting as wheelman, he’d deliberately crash their cars into the back or side of a tractor-trailer—and then 
quickly exit the vehicle to allow its actual owner to get behind the wheel. LaBeaud would stay on the scene, 
however, to provide false “eye-witness” testimony and file a police report that puts the unsuspecting truck 

driver at fault.  

Sadly, this is not a made-for-TV crime drama. This really happens. It sounds absolutely crazy but this was a 
huge problem, specifically in Louisiana where an extensive FBI investigation was undertaken. And this 
behavior was not an isolated event. We live in a litigious society, and Truckers and the companies they work 
with are often the target. Settlements have grown industrywide and that impacts all of us through rising 
insurance rates and costs.  

I’m sure you are wondering why I am sharing this, and what can you do about it. I’m hoping to give you a 
glimpse of what is going on industrywide. Luckily, we haven’t experienced an accident like the get-rich-
scheme above but we’ve had questionable accidents. Examples include accidents where the other party 
changed lanes in front of our unit suddenly and then slammed on brakes, alleged sideswipe crashes with no 
damage to validate contact made, and numerous injured passengers in vehicles that were not injured on 
scene but suddenly reported major injuries that require years of ongoing questionable treatment. We ’ve even 
had a pedestrian run into our unit acting like we struck him until our driver pointed at the DriveCam device. 
Once he saw he might be on “Candid Camera” the conman jumped up and ran away. 
 
What can we do about this? We can work as a team. We can communicate when accidents happen to make 
sure accurate information is reported so the claim can be managed accordingly. We can take good pictures on 
scene to show where damage happened, and on each vehicle involved. Most importantly we can ALWAYS 
drive defensively using the “5 Keys” to try to prevent accidents from happening. Prevention is key. Effective 
DriveCam coaching, with the goal of changing risky behaviors, is one way to prevent accidents from ever 
occurring. Focus exclusively on driving and eliminate all distractions. Never use handheld cell phones while 
driving. Remember who is most important to you, and make sure you get home to them every day.    

 

(continued on next page) 

 

Everyone is Responsible for Safety 
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Everyone is Responsible for Safety (continued) 
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If there’s any silver lining to this dark cloud, “The Covid” has caused a shift in the general public’s perception 

of truck drivers. During this time of crisis truckers are heroes. Truckers have continued delivering gas, food, 
hand sanitizer, toilet paper, and other essential goods, all the while putting themselves at a health risk when 

everyone else stayed home. People take these essential items for granted until they are nearly impossible to 
find. YOU ARE THE HEROES. You delivered what the public needed, when they needed it.  
 

What the general public may not realize, but what has come to light during this pandemic is that these 
essential drivers, like the ones here at Eagle Transport are highly trained professionals. Truckers cause a 

fraction of the accidents on the highways – fewer than 25% of all car-truck collisions are the truck’s fault. To 
give every driver the best possible safety advantage, we invest in the latest technology to make sure our 
equipment operates efficiently, while offering the latest safety technology.  

 

The public loves truckers during the pandemic, but will it last? Time will tell…but let’s do our part. Let’s make 
sure to avoid road rage. Let’s drive defensively instead of aggressively. Let’s not argue with customers at 
stores while making deliveries. Let’s just try to be kind to one another. You never know what struggles folks 

may have, so a kind word and a smile might really brighten someone’s day. And as always, THANK GOD 
FOR TRUCKERS! 

 

***Excerpts pulled from ATA’s Blog Post - https://www.trucking.org/news-insights/how-nuclear-verdicts-are-strangling-americas-trucking-

industry  & FTA’s Ken Armstrong’s Article” We love Trucks during pandemic, but will it last” https://www.news-journalonline.com/story/

sports/columns/dooley/2020/08/11/ken-armstrong-we-love-trucks-during-pandemic-but-will-it-last/42201441/ 

 

https://www.trucking.org/news-insights/how-nuclear-verdicts-are-strangling-americas-trucking-industry
https://www.trucking.org/news-insights/how-nuclear-verdicts-are-strangling-americas-trucking-industry
https://www.news-journalonline.com/story/sports/columns/dooley/2020/08/11/ken-armstrong-we-love-trucks-during-pandemic-but-will-it-last/42201441/
https://www.news-journalonline.com/story/sports/columns/dooley/2020/08/11/ken-armstrong-we-love-trucks-during-pandemic-but-will-it-last/42201441/
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Special Safety Message from Our President 
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Safe Operations Avoid Risk (SOAR) is the foundation of our safety program at Eagle Transport, and part of 
our core value. As such we are constantly seeking ways to improve our safety performance, which is a 
continuous focus and part of SOAR. Over the past few years, we have talked a great deal about distractions, 
and specifically handheld devices. Every study clearly shows how dangerous using a cell phone is in a 
vehicle. I have told the story at several safety meetings that while sitting on my front porch I see more people 
driving while talking than I see actually paying attention to the task at hand. As professional drivers I know you 
see much more of this than I do during your work day. So we know it’s dangerous, and we know that actually 
being on a handheld device is against the law. So, why does it still happen? In my opinion, it became a “social 
norm” before we recognized the danger, now we have to turn the tide.  
 

Here at Eagle I feel like we are making progress. This is slowly becoming less of an issue and through 
constant attention and reminders we are seeing fewer events where a handheld device is part of the picture. 
Thanks for taking this seriously!  
 

Another area we all need to think about and improve is speed control. Adhering to posted speed limits is not 
only safer, more economical, and less stressful, it’s the law! So why would we speed – To get there faster 
right? Thinking about writing this story I decided to test it on my ride home this week. My commute is 45 
minutes, give or take a couple minutes every day. So this week I set my cruise on the speed limit the entire 
trip each day. My commute, 45 minutes! What I noticed was I wasn’t running up on traffic or stopping as 
suddenly, and I was also more relaxed!  
 

So, my message: follow the speed limit, regardless if you are in your car or on the job!  
 

Let’s SOAR through the rest of 2020.   

 

Lance Collette, President 
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By Ron Thomas, VP of Human Resources 
 
 
It’s hard to imagine that only 6 months ago the economy was booming, kids were in school, gyms & 
theaters were open & everyone was working full time, and then some.  The July labor data shows 
some encouraging signs, but there are still over 16 million people unemployed. Hardest hit were the 
“hospitality & leisure” & the “retail trade” sectors. This virus shows no signs of letting up as fall 
approaches, which impacts every American either directly (from a job loss or cutback) or indirectly 
(getting kids back into school!). 
 
All of us at Eagle have been spared much of the economic pain. During the worst times we cut back 
hours & salaries, but still left driver guarantees intact to cushion the blow as business took a nosedive. 
Unfortunately, your Company was “too big” to receive any of the Federal program assistance, so we 
had to operate as best as we could. The economic slowdown lasted about 6 weeks, then slowly, area 
by area, we saw the light at the end of the tunnel. As of July 31st, your Company is “only” down about 
10%, which feels like we’ve weathered the worst of it. 
 
The petroleum & chemical loads that fuels our rebound can only be delivered IF we have a heathy 
workforce, and in this respect, we’ve done exceptionally well. Since February, we’ve seen about 70 
potential cases, with about 15 returning a confirmed “Positive” test result. In all cases but 1, the 
potential infection came from outside the Company, either from a spouse, child, parent or girlfriend/
boyfriend. That single “internal” case came from a slip seat driver situation in which we couldn’t confirm 
the truck had been sanitized in a timely manner, so out of an abundance of caution we asked both 
drivers to be quarantined.  
 
Just to underscore what can happen to a “non-committed” workforce, one of our terminals in North 
Carolina recently stepped in to run numerous loads for a competitor due to their terminal outbreak. 
They lost over half their driver fleet in a matter of days, something no transportation company can 
absorb. Luckily, we had the manpower to step up and help…a success set up by following our safety & 
sanitary guidelines. 
 
These low infection rates we’ve seen here at Eagle, and the ability to “stop the spread” just shows how 
we’ve all pulled together to make sure we’re protecting ourselves AND our co-workers! Sanitizing, hand 
washing & mask wearing is hard, but everyone has taken the virus seriously and acted appropriately. 
Without YOU doing your part, we all would’ve suffered. Let’s keep the focus, keep doing things the right 
way, and keep our fingers crossed for a vaccine soon. And good luck with your kids…apparently, 
you’ve now got to remember that new math you learned when you were in school so you can home 
school them!! 
 

LIVING IN THE COVID-19 WORLD 
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By Ron Thomas, VP of Human Resources 
 
 
For all of us that remember back to the glory days of high school, many of us participated in sports. No 
matter what sport we chose, we always had a Coach. Ideally, the Coach understood your strengths (& 
your weaknesses), with the goal of getting you to bring out your best performance. I tend to remember my 
Coach yelled at me a lot…usually saying things like “your OTHER right, dummy!” 
 

Here at Eagle, we’ve had a long tradition of using outside health groups that can help our employees 
“bring out their best”. This medical plan year, Eagle has partnered with “Lockton Nurse Advocate” to 
establish a free, confidential program that can be a great resource, especially for our Driver population. 
 

As a Driver, you might ask “what’s in it for me”? Well, the primary aim is to make sure you maintain our 
DOT Medical Card. Here’s what LNA can help with: 

• Screen for and discover serious health conditions early, with the goal of improving outcomes 
• Help to manage diabetic conditions, and other health conditions 
• Avoid losing your CDL due to progressing condition & complications 
• Decrease your overall healthcare costs 

 

The LNA program for Drivers is a way for you to take charge of your health. Eagle has been assigned a 
dedicated Nurse that will help guide & Coach you to better health. Their only job is to help you! They do 
this by: 

• Meeting you (virtually) and introducing the program 
• Help support your efforts to maximize your DOT medical certification length at your next exam  
• Review your health status and learn about your health and lifestyle 
• Help you learn about how to manage your personal risk factors and important medical care 

that is recommended for your best health 
• Encouraging you to participate in other wellness activities, such as your Annual Wellness 

exam or preventive screenings 
 

For the non-driver population, as long as you’re part of the Eagle Medical Plan you also have access to 
the LNA program. What’s in it for you?? Similar to our Driver group, the LNA dedicated nurse can guide 
you through any medical situation you or your family might encounter. The Nurse can help you gain better 
understanding of your health risk factors, help you work through a serious health condition, like cancer or 
a heart attack, and provide all the programs that Eagle offers that can support your health. Again, it ’s 
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL!! 

Eagle is committed to helping you stay healthy and safe, but it requires active engagement in the 
programs offered to help you save money and improve your health. Together we can make a positive 
difference in our future healthcare costs, and enhance your quality of life! Now that ’s some quality 
Coaching! 

A COACH FOR YOUR HEALTH 
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Congratulations to our WOW Award winners for the first and 
second quarter of 2020!  Each winner received an award certificate 
plus $100 gift card. Each of them represents Eagle extremely well by 
exhibiting excellence in different ways within the SOAR concept. 
Remember Safe Operations Avoid Risks!! 

Bob Cochrane, Eddie Stegall, Andy Callahan & Eric Mandel | 
Charlotte  
 
“I would like to nominate four individuals for the WOW award for the 1st 
quarter of 2020. On 1/28 we had a tragic accident as you know, we had 
several employees from terminal 36 that really went above and beyond 
this night. Three of these individuals were instrumental in getting the 
product transferred in adverse and dangerous conditions.  
 
Thanks to them we were able to salvage part of the load from the 
accident, even after they got the load transferred, they stayed to assist 
our mechanic in preparing the wrecked unit to be removed from the site. 
All Eagle equipment was off the accident site by midnight, this allowed 
emergency personnel to continue to clean the site with our equipment out 
of the way.  

Eagle Excellence in Action | Our WOW Award Winners 

I have no doubt that their presence helped reduce negative impact to 
an already dire situation. The three individuals are Bob Cochrane, 
Eddie Stegall, Andy Callahan. Shop foreman Eric Mandel stayed late 
so that we would shop support from the terminal if we needed anything 
and pulled all of the necessary records so that we would have them first 
thing in the morning.” Mike Lucas, Charlotte TM 
 
 
Other Nominees: 
 
Andras Bacsi of Charlotte and Richard Johnson of Richmond 

Bob Cochrane 

Eddie Stegall 

Andy Callahan 

Eric Mandell 
Nominate Someone for a Wow Award 
 
Eagle employees can nominate their peers anonymously for a WOW Award 
– “What Outstanding Work.” It has to be something specific someone did 
within the concept of the Eagle Safety-Focused SOAR program. Selected 
nominees receive a Certificate of Recognition & $100! Submit nominations 
to soar@eagletransportcorp.com.  Let’s SOAR!! 

Great Job Everyone; Keep up the Good Work! 
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Forrest Williams | Salisbury  
 
“One of the Salisbury PMMC/Driver Trainers has 
uploaded all (90%) of their Customer Info Sheets  
and tank charts onto The Cloud, via Google Drive.  
He has provided this flyer and offered anyone who will 
contact him and provide a Gmail address access to 
them.  
 
He has taken on the responsibility for getting this done 
personally, on his own time. He has taken the extra 
steps to make them available for everyone to use. He 
has vowed to keep it up-to-date and is welcoming 
feedback for improving it.  
 
As you probably know, this is something we’ve 
discussed for years now, but have not been 
able to make happen. Bree, I’d like to nominate Forrest 
Williams for the WOW!!! Award, for going above and 
beyond to make this valuable resource available to all 
of his coworkers.” Matt Propper, Salisbury TM 

Eagle Excellence in Action | Our WOW Award Winners (continued) 

Forrest Williams with Matt Propper 

Motorist Compliment for Tony Smiddy | 
Knoxville 
 
“Tony, a driver for Swift Transportation, called 
because our driver really got his attention this 
morning. They were both heading north on 75. He 
was a couple vehicles behind our driver. Tony said 
that he usually tries to hang back and away from 
tankers because some drivers will drive them like 
they're operating a small car. He was so impressed 
with everything our driver was doing. Tony stated 
that after being behind our driver for about five 

minutes, he couldn't believe his eyes. Our driver was very mindful of everything and everyone around him 
and what he was carrying. He said it didn't matter if they were going uphill or downhill, our driver was in 
total control of the truck. He was able to make the truck do the same thing every time no matter the road 
conditions. He said this is true professionalism. He was most impressed when they were going along and 
our driver turned on his four ways. He was wondering what was going on because he couldn't see ahead. 
Our driver was warning him ahead of time that he would be slowing down. This gave Tony plenty of time 
to move over safely before traffic got too heavy. After this occurred, Tony said that he had to call to make 
us aware of how truly courteous and professional our driver was to him and all the other motorist traveling 
with them. Jimmy please identify the driver for this Motorist Compliment. We would like to recognize him 
with a Certificate of Appreciation and a Gift Card. This was a great way to start Friday!!! Best call I've had 
in a while!!! 
 
Tondra Nickerson 
Safety & Compliance Analyst 
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Speeding is one of the main causes of road traffic collisions - and one of the main causes of death on the 

roads. Unfortunately, far too many drivers think it is ok to speed, and seem oblivious to the dangers and the 

many different reasons why speeding is not acceptable. The most skilled drivers know why it is important to 

keep their speed to a safe - and legal - limit. 

Slash Your Chance Of A Crash 

Even if you only increase your speed by a few miles per hour per hour, you greatly increase your chance of 

being killed or injured on the road. In fact, the risk of crashing at 40 mph is double the risk at 35 mph.  

Cut Your Risk Of Injury 

Cutting your speed reduces the impact speed in a crash - and reduces your chance of being killed or 

injured. Consider the following: 

• Crashing at 60 mph is equivalent to dropping your car from the top of an 11 story building. 

• Crashing at 30 mph is equivalent to dropping from a two-story building. 

• Crash tests which help to provide a vehicle’s safety rating are generally carried out at speeds of 

up to 40 mph. This means that even if your vehicle has a good safety rating it is not designed to 

keep you safe in a high-speed crash. 

 

Expect The Unexpected 

The faster you go, the more you reduce your ability to react to hazards. It takes the average person 

between 0.75 and 1.5 seconds to react after seeing a hazard. This doesn’t seem like long but at 65 mph 

you would travel seven car lengths before your foot even started to move to the brake pedal. Consider this 

when deciding on a safe speed. 

Slow Down For Curves 

Slow speeds are particularly important on corners where it is easy to lose control. If you fail to slow down in 

plenty of time for a curves you are more likely to brake suddenly and lose control which can lead to skidding 

or even a rollover. 

Don’t Aim For The Target 

Don’t make the mistake of thinking that speed limits are target speeds. Speed limits are the maximum 

speed you should travel in good conditions. This means you should drive at a slower speed when 

conditions are bad. Things to consider: The weather conditions. How much traffic is on the road. Visibility - 

this can be greatly reduced in the dark or in bad weather. 

WARNING: Drivers are more likely to speed and drive dangerously when feeling angry, stressed, rushed or 

distracted. Driving while emotions are high is dangerous, so take time to calm down before getting behind 

the wheel. 

 

Source: E-Driving 

Put A Stop to Speeding 
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New Team Member, Ron Jones Recognized in Chattanooga 

“While I was stuck in traffic at a red light by Circle K Store #3642, I notice one of our new drivers, Ron 
Jones, unloading.  He was doing such a good job that I pointed it out to my wife.  I was very impressed.  
This was on a Saturday, so if a drive was going to take a short cut, that would have been the day to do it.  
But Ron was doing everything the exact way it should be done.  He had both the unleaded and premium 
vapored. 
 
He is very professional.  I have talked to him several times at the loading rack and you just get the 
impression that he wants to do a good job. 
 
Ron is a great addition to the Eagle family!” 
 
Rush Palmer 
Driver #7153 
Chattanooga, TN 

Rush Palmer 
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Jean Marie Crews Retires from Jacksonville 

Jean Marie Crews began working with Eagle through a staffing 
agency when the Clerk’s position became available in January of 
2012. Jean became a big part of Eagle Jacksonville’s office staff, 
especially when it came to morale for the drivers.  
 
She helped management recognize birthdays and anniversaries for 
the drivers and office staff. She would always put a congrats note and 
some candy in the driver’s mailbox on these special occasions. If you 
were lucky, she would even cook something for you. She was famous 
for her breakfast casserole.  
 
Jean was also heavily involved in our Safety cookouts. She would 
help however she could, including her favorite part, decorating the 
office and conference room for any holiday!!! We miss Jean and her 
well in her retirement. 
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Rob McDonald Celebrates Eagle Anniversary 

Rob McDonald joined Eagle in April of 2016, after working with another 
NC gas hauling company. Rob and his wife Julia have two sons, Gavin 
and Peyton.  
 

Rob has become a vital part of Jacksonville’s operations staff. He fills in 
for dispatch whenever needed as well as supervises the other 
dispatchers. He handles quite a few administrative tasks, including fuel 
reports and coaching drive cams.  
 
Rob is also a big part of Jacksonville’s safety programs, managing safety 
reporting as well as the implementation of safety programs. Recently, Rob 
participated in the Driver Hiring & Retention Roundtable, sharing ideas 
and best practices. Congratulations and thank you for your commitment 
and dedicated service to the Jacksonville team! 
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Eagle Transport Conducts First Responder Training 

From Ronnie McCoy, Field Safety Manager 

 
On the evening of Tuesday, July 21st, Field Safety Manager Ronnie McCoy conducted a DOT406 Emergency 
Response training session with the 50-210 and Elevation Fire Departments, of Angier, NC. A little over 30 
Emergency Responders were in attendance. These two paid/volunteer fire departments cover parts of southern 
Johnston County and northern Harnett County, North Carolina and routinely respond to emergencies along I-95, 
I-40, US Highways 70, 210, 50 and 42, as well as all of the other small backroads in between. Petroleum 
tankers crisscross their fire districts on a daily basis, so this training might one day be very beneficial to their 
response efforts. 

All state certified Level 2 Firefighters receive training geared toward preparing them for responding to highway 
crashes, extinguishing liquid petroleum fires and handling all types of HAZMAT incident, but nearly none ever 
get to actually see and touch an actual fuel tanker (DOT406), up close, much less talk to subject matter experts 
in the petroleum transport industry. Eagle recognized this gap in their training and the benefits of providing it for 
them, many years ago. Our outreach program began in 2003 and continues to provide classroom and practical 
training for these responders, today. 

These two departments were especially fortunate, in that they had two of the very best Eagle has to offer 
helping to provide them with instruction and answering their questions. President ’s Two Million Miler (soon to be 
three million) Demetrius Stuart and Selma Shop Foreman Ricky Maxwell were present and provided the 
attendees with first-hand knowledge and experiences no one else could have. The importance of their more 
than 60 years of combined experience cannot be overstated, both in Eagle ’s every day operations and in an 
educational setting. Thank you to Selma TM Mike Stevens for allowing them to participate and for providing a 
truck and trailer for the event. We were fortunate enough to have a trailer available that had been washed out 
for maintenance, so we filled a couple of compartments with water and allowed the students to operate the 
discharge valves, giving them that “real world” fuel tanker experience they might not get anywhere else. They 
were allowed to see and touch nearly every part of the truck and trailer. A few of them even climbed on top of 
the trailer, accompanied by Demetrius, to see some of the inner-workings and safety devices of a modern 
petroleum transport vessel. 

Also attending were Pete Ashenden and other members of the Puryear Towing group. They regularly provide 
Eagle Transport with towing and recovery services, but also respond to crashes all over the state for other 
carriers and private motor-vehicle owners. Pete’s recovery knowledge is boundless. His 30+ years in the towing 
and recovery industry just adds a whole other layer to the class. We were extremely grateful to have him assist 
us with the class. 

Leadership of both departments expressed their gratitude for the class and to Eagle Transport for facilitating it. 
They were so pleased, that there was talk of holding more expansive drills in the future. 
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Eagles in the News 
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Spartanburg’s Graham 

Bedford and his wife have 

custom Eagle T-shirts made 

for their two adorable 

grandkids.  How cute!  

Selma driver Jonathan Tart and 10-year-old son Evan Tart 

were fishing one early June morning in Wilson North 

Carolina at Buckhorn reservoir when Evan caught his very 

first bass, weighing a whopping 8 lbs. 2 oz.  

Congrats Evan, nice bass!! Your daddy couldn’t stop 

bragging about you to everyone at work!  

Kaleb Amir was born on 

Wednesday, August 12 

weighing in at 8 lbs. 1 oz and 

was 20.5 inches long. He is the 

first grandson for Otassa 

Bullock who works in the billing 

department at Corporate. She 

is over the moon! 

Congratulations to Selma 

Dispatcher, Ashley Arnold, 

on the arrival of her little boy, 

Tidus Dale Barnes. Tidus 

was born on June 2nd, 2020 

at 8:02am, weighing 6Ibs 

11oz and 19” long. Tidus 

was welcomed home by his 

sister Elena Rae and 

brothers Ellison and Bowen.  
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46 Years 

Margaret Narron,  Corporate 
 

37 Years 

David McLawhorn,  Selma NC 
 

36 Years 

Donnie Barnes,  Selma NC 
 

35 Years 

Harold Rackley,  Corporate 

Jimmy Proctor,  Corporate 
 

32 Years 

Ron Thomas,  Corporate 

Jenny Gibson-Williams,  Corporate 

Bryan O'Dell,  Charleston SC 
 

30 Years 

Rich McBride,  Corporate 
 

27 Years 

Joseph Phillips,  Corporate 

Tondra Nickerson,  Corporate 
 

25 Years 

Mark Fiedler,  Tampa FL 
 

23 Years 

Terence Bell,  Selma NC 

David Moore,  Selma NC 

Carolyn Riley,  Corporate 
 

22 Years 

John Pittman IV,  Selma NC 

Doug Anderson,  Salisbury MD 

Paul Loveless,  Jacksonville FL 
 

21 Years 

Chris Leiphart,  Tampa FL 

Wendy Watson,  Corporate 

Billy McFarland,  Richmond VA 
 

20 Years 

Jerome Small,  Richmond VA 

John Fitzpatrick,  Port Everglades FL 

Daniel Anderson,  N Augusta SC 

Tommy Thompson,  Salisbury MD 

Don Ewalt,  Corporate 

Steve Larsen,  Tampa FL 

19 Years 

Phillip Adams,  Richmond VA 

Hank Grabowski,  Corporate 

Donnie Sims,  Tampa FL 
 

18 Years 

Tha Lam,  Richmond VA 

Oscar Robinson,  Selma NC 

Eric Lesage,  Jacksonville FL 
 

17 Years 

Gary Titak,  Tampa FL 

James Upson,  N Augusta SC 

DrewGraham,  Corporate 

Jennifer Wickham,  Selma NC 
 

16 Years 

William Reichert,  Tampa FL 

Mark Kinsey,  Corporate 

John Park,  Jacksonville FL 

Jean-Marie Roch,  Pt Everglades FL 

Proctor Dean,  Corporate 

Carl Fay Jr,  Roanoke VA 

David Adkins,  Roanoke VA 

Joey Payne Jr,  Roanoke VA 

Michael Waddell,  Roanoke VA 

Phil Clyburn,  Roanoke VA 

Stephen Holland,  Roanoke VA 

Andrew Wilkes,  Charlotte NC 
 

15 Years 

Mark Ream,  Corporate 

Alan Lutes,  Tampa FL 

Curtis Schneider,  Tampa FL 

Maurice Mayberry,  Charlotte NC 

David Kilby,  Charlotte NC 

John Fischer,  Chesapeake VA 

Tim Crane,  Corporate 

Michael James,  Roanoke VA 

Jason Odum,  Knoxville TN 
 

14 Years 

Donnie Russ,  Corporate 

Anthony Jackson,  Tampa FL 

Phil Stringfield,  Tampa FL 

Winslow Roddey,  Jacksonville FL 

 

13 Years 

Herold Olesco,  Port Everglades FL 

Andras Bacsi,  Charlotte NC 

Johnnie Kinder,  Salisbury MD 

Rodney Blount,  Charlotte NC 

Ian McMillan,  Selma NC 

Lamar Wright,  Richmond VA 

Peter Danos,  Knoxville TN 

Jay DuRant,  Corporate 

Manny Avalos,  Port Everglades FL 

Terry Robertson,  Nashville TN 

Earl Miller,  Chattanooga TN 
 

12 Years 

Enmanuel Pina,  Greensboro NC 

Otassa Bullock,  Corporate 

Farron Noles,  Jacksonville FL 

Lance Collette,  Corporate 

John Broyhill,  Salisbury MD 
 

11 Years 

Rick Stern,  Port Everglades FL 

Manuel Bush,  Richmond VA 

Joe Duncan,  Corporate 
 

10 Years 

Anthony Poole,  Greensboro NC 

James O'Neal,  Selma NC 

Lucious Harrison,  Taft FL 

Kelvin Eison,  Spartanburg SC 

Michael Weber,  Taft FL 

Daniel Dejesus,  Tampa FL 

Thomas Bass,  Tampa FL 

Jeff Tucker,  Greensboro NC 

Roy Fish,  Jacksonville FL 

Cary Leiphart,  Tampa FL 

 

9 Years 

Sterling Chappell,  Selma NC 

Samuel Denson,  Tampa FL 

David Williamson,  Taft FL 

Robert Griffin,  Selma NC 

Trevor Harrell,  Corporate 

Blake Miller,  Greensboro NC 

James Ester,  Greensboro NC 

Susan Stern,  Port Everglades FL 

Barry Dooley,  Roanoke VA 

Bruce Polley,  Tampa FL 

Elijah Williams,  Jacksonville FL 

Micah Steele,  Tampa FL 

Eagle Team Member Anniversaries 
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8 Years 

Brad Scott,  Kingsport *TN 

Philip Murray,  Salisbury MD 

Larry Geller,  Tampa FL 

Eric Hearl,  Corporate 

Mario Mallard,  Tampa FL 

Michael Panzarella,  Tampa FL 

Neil Mota,  Tampa FL 

Sedrick Mckenzie,  Jacksonville FL 

James Maxwell,  Tampa FL 

Joe Verissimo,  Tampa FL 

Leon Hathorn,  Kingsport *TN 

Darrell Hall,  Jacksonville FL 
 

7 Years 

Kenneth Robinson,  Richmond VA 

Lee Morgan,  Kingsport *TN 

Joel Rocha,  Tampa FL 

Terry Fullerton,  Charlotte NC 

Brian Arzheimer,  Tampa FL 

Davian Phillips,  Charlotte NC 

Nathaniel Pope,  Selma NC 

Tim Redick,  Jacksonville FL 

Stephen Chambless,  Roanoke VA 

Tarshawn Grant,  Chesapeake VA 

Bradley Gore,  Selma NC 

Randy Proffitt,  Kingsport *TN 

Duane Thomas,  Selma NC 

Joseph Thompson,  Taft FL 

Daniel Jordan,  Roanoke VA 

Carl Harrison,  Salisbury MD 

Joseph Youngblood,  Greensboro NC 

Kenneth George,  Kingsport *TN 

Michael Harwood,  Kingsport *TN 

Joseph Killough,  N Augusta SC 

Rodney Mack,  Kingsport *TN 

Shelley Lane,  Corporate 
 

6 Years 

Kawika Quidachay,  Selma NC 

Tyrone Waddy,  Richmond VA 

Ronald Slay,  Selma NC 

David Reding,  Selma NC 

Brad Kohen,  Chesapeake, VA 

Gary Whalen,  Kingsport *TN 

Phil Allen,  Selma NC 

Adam Marshall,  Roanoke VA 

Ardeshir Karimi,  Richmond VA 

Phillip Oakley,  Selma NC 

John Gilleland,  Selma NC 

Andres Torriente,  Port Everglades FL 

Kerry Kotsch,  Tampa FL 

Ronald Adams,  Salisbury MD 

Richard Johnson,  Richmond VA 

Jaime McClellan,  Kingsport *TN 

Harold Blomquist,  Jacksonville FL 

Lance Lamar,  Port Everglades FL 

Trey Echols,  Jacksonville FL 

Kenyon Fuentes,  Selma NC 

Angela Speights,  Tampa FL 

Curtis Rawls,  Taft FL 

Bobby Hightower,  N Augusta SC 

 

5 Years 

Jessica Bell,  Tampa FL 

James Conner,  Selma NC 

Larry Tart,  Selma NC 

Roberto DeJesus,  Tampa FL 

Donald Westberry,  Jacksonville FL 

Jason Anderson,  Tampa FL 

David Makler,  N Augusta SC 

Richard Phelps,  Roanoke VA 

Alfred McDonald,  Selma NC 

Larry Moates,  Spartanburg SC 

Tim Collier,  Knoxville TN 

Todd Ferrell,  Selma NC 

Phil Rachels,  N Augusta SC 

Clint Ellington,  Selma NC 

Luis Mercado,  Tampa FL 

Steven Murphy,  Charleston SC 

Kawal Guptar,  N Augusta SC 

Jamie Mays,  Knoxville TN 

Dwight Norman,  Selma NC 

Kenny Mays,  Roanoke VA 

James Pond,  Selma NC 

Marcus Smith,  Selma NC 

Wayne McCullough,  Jacksonville FL 

Tim Callahan,  Charlotte NC 

Charles Giordano,  Selma NC 

Skip Homschek,  N Augusta SC 
 

 

4 Years 

Prentice Vines,  Selma NC 

Rob McDonald,  Jacksonville FL 

Mark Smith,  Knoxville TN 

Ramon Kenan,  Selma NC 

Timothy Watts,  Taft FL 

Dean Allen,  Tampa FL 

Kristen Brown,  Charlotte NC 

John Nowitzky,  Selma NC 

Wayne Moody,  Selma NC 

Vic Williams,  Greensboro NC 

Mark Maddox,  Salisbury MD 

Shawn Porter,  Kingsport *TN 

Michael Duncan,  Selma NC 

Jawhar Coleman,  Taft FL 

Kenny Hillard,  Selma NC 

Randy Bollinger,  Kingsport *TN 

Cody Barry,  Corporate 

Julian Hampton,  Roanoke VA 

Tina Armstrong,  Corporate 

Brandon Frazier,  Kingsport *TN 

Osman Leal,  Port Everglades FL 

Dean Martin,  Port Everglades FL 

Bryan Ledbetter,  Selma NC 

David Heighton,  Roanoke VA 

Robert Jackson,  Charleston SC 

David Monette,  Selma NC 

Jeremiah Richardson, Charleston SC 

Tyler Langley,  Knoxville TN 

Mark Ford,  Selma NC 

Patrick Evrard,  Knoxville TN 

Angela McNichols,  Charleston SC 

Bruce Bryant,  Nashville TN 

 

3 Years 

Anthony Foy,  Chesapeake VA 

Christopher Smiddy,  Knoxville TN 

Bruce Bounds,  Salisbury MD 

Jean Felix,  Taft FL 

Carlos Arevalo,  Taft FL 

Kenneth Rorie,  Charlotte NC 

Carlton Williams,  Richmond VA 

Zach Rinck,  Salisbury MD 

Casey Breen,  Richmond VA 

Kenneth Cary,  Roanoke VA 

James Gatliff,  N Augusta SC 

Jeff Hettesheimer,  Charleston SC 

Eagle Team Member Anniversaries 
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3 Years (continued) 

Glenn Waldron,  Jacksonville FL 

MaryAlice Page,  Kingsport *TN 

Charles Roberts,  Roanoke VA 

Michael Chambers,  Tampa FL 

Philip Simmons,  Kingsport *TN 

Sylvester Campbell,  Chesapeake VA 

Lawrence Hogan,  Jacksonville FL 

Michael Lucas,  Charlotte NC 

John Hughes,  Greensboro NC 

John Wade,  Selma NC 

Isaac Hall,  Kingsport *TN 

Joseph Young,  Jacksonville FL 

Vaughn Martin,  Selma NC 

Thomas Botteicher,  Roanoke VA 

Jason Robinson,  N Augusta SC 

Walter Baskerville,  Selma NC 

Jason Bopp,  Knoxville TN 

Sherry Lambert,  Charleston SC 

Mike Haskins,  Chesapeake VA 

Chris Edwards,  Selma NC 

Steve Broderick,  Corporate 

Jeffrey Moore,  Charlotte NC 

Derek Burroughs,  N Augusta SC 

Harvey Bedford,  Spartanburg SC 

Edrick Jackson,  Charleston SC 

Joseph Waynick,  Greensboro NC 

Jonathan Wheeler,  Greensboro NC 

Benjamin Kaufman,  Chesapeake VA 

 

2 Years 

Michael Hall,  Richmond VA 

Scott Elsberry,  Nashville TN 

Geraldine Brown,  Selma NC 

Jeremy Johnson,  Selma NC 

Larry Blanchard,  Selma NC 

Marlow Allen,  Greensboro NC 

Lemerl Duskin,  Tampa FL 

Cynthia Roberts,  Jacksonville FL 

Misty Richardson,  Selma NC 

Edmon Galloway,  Jacksonville FL 

Berta Miguel,  Port Everglades FL 

Roger Holman,  Richmond VA 

Alfred Painter,  Roanoke VA 

Charles Lacek,  Roanoke VA 

Josh Seibers,  Nashville TN 

James Broadhurst,  Selma NC 

Francis Laurent,  Tampa FL 

Kevin Mendoza,  Selma NC 

Nate Burch,  Chattanooga TN 

Edward Miller,  Salisbury MD 

Mary Taylor,  Roanoke VA 

Francisco Fields,  Richmond VA 

John McKenzie,  Chattanooga TN 

Zachary Zarilla,  Richmond VA 

Rasheed Pope,  Richmond VA 

Luis Silva,  Salisbury MD 

Brandon Deese,  Selma NC 

TJ Sanderlin,  Selma NC 

Charles Kouns,  Roanoke VA 

Donald Perry,  Selma NC 

Gerard Wildman,  Salisbury MD 

Jeffrey Durham,  Selma NC 

Shannon Copeland,  Nashville TN 

Jose Maldonado,  Greensboro NC 

Terance Brunson,  Selma NC 

Tony Champion,  Selma NC 

Thomas Dockery,  Knoxville TN 

Daniel Peters,  Jacksonville FL 

Tom Brockley,  Kingsport *TN 

Jemal Winston,  Charlotte NC 

Jason Oliver,  Richmond VA 

David Rogers,  Chattanooga TN 

Dennis Rutherford,  Kingsport *TN 

James Meek,  N Augusta SC 

Mark Fontenot,  Kingsport *TN 

Jayson Ramos,  Chattanooga TN 

Alexander Russell,  Chesapeake VA 

Henry Ransom,  N Augusta SC 

Timothy Archer,  Jacksonville FL 

David Moment,  Jacksonville FL 

 

1 Year 

Adam Shipman,  Spartanburg SC 

Garius Fennell,  Charlotte NC 

Kevan Pellew,  Selma NC 

Richard Marositz,  Selma NC 

Dejuan Morgan,  Selma NC 

Mark Saunders,  Greensboro NC 

Hugo Vargas,  Port Everglades FL 

Chris Chatum,  Tampa FL 

James Reder,  Greensboro NC 

Joshua Hicks,  Knoxville TN 

Gregory House,  Chattanooga TN 

Michael McVae,  Jacksonville FL 

Samuel Letchford,  Roanoke VA 

Larry Hall,  Chesapeake VA 

Jamall Milford,  Charleston SC 

Anthony Fortuna,  Selma NC 

Glenn Coleman,  Roanoke VA 

Wendell Quesenberry, Chesapeake 
VA 

Dennis Beachler,  Nashville TN 

Edgar Aponte,  Spartanburg SC 

Benjamin White,  Kingsport *TN 

Justin Ruocco,  Spartanburg SC 

Randall Northcott,  Tampa FL 

Christine Rivera,  Tampa FL 

Scott Rhodes,  Jacksonville FL 

Gary Dalton,  Charlotte NC 

Charle Brown,  Port Everglades FL 

Barry Frint,  Roanoke VA 

Charles Elam,  Nashville TN 

Covington Wall,  Tampa FL 

Adam Chapman,  Knoxville TN 

Robert Gentry,  Taft FL 

William Sullivan,  Richmond VA 

Dennis Porter,  Charlotte NC 

Travis Medley,  Charleston SC 

Yvianne Theogene, Pt Everglades FL 

Delyle Lewis,  Selma NC 

Devyn Sturgill,  Chattanooga TN 

Michel Ocampo Rios,  Tampa FL 

David Jacobsen,  Chesapeake VA 

Matthew Lee,  Spartanburg SC 

Dianna Soltero,  Selma NC 

Michael Savvakis,  Spartanburg SC 

Thomas Adamson,  Kingsport *TN 

Dalon Robbins,  Tampa FL 

Julian Lindsay,  Greensboro NC 

Marcus Pritchett,  Selma NC 

Tiffany Sammons,  Selma NC 

Demarion Thompson-Mack,   
N Augusta SC 

Johnathan Franklin,  N Augusta SC 

Dennis Griesemer,  Charleston SC 

Jesse Council,  Corporate 

Lewis Cobb,  Salisbury MD 

Dayquan Hankerson,  N Augusta SC 

David Billups,  Roanoke VA 

Raymond Puffenbarger,  Richmond VA 
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1 Year, Continued 

Darrell Goodman,  Greensboro NC 

Antyuan Best,  Greensboro NC 

Terry Gravett,  Albany GA 

Luis Santiago,  Chattanooga TN 

Garfield Dunn,  Chattanooga TN 

Jonathan Johnson,  Greensboro NC 

Jason Hicks,  Knoxville TN 

Carl Owens,  Greensboro NC 

Tim Mallas,  Nashville TN 

Russell Martin,  Chattanooga TN 

Charles Perry,  Nashville TN 

Shannon Gordon,  Nashville TN 

Charles Day,  Greensboro NC 

Anthony Druin,  Chattanooga TN 

Michael King,  Greensboro NC 

Michael Franklin,  Albany GA 

Kelvin Prickett,  N Augusta SC 

Maximilian Siewruk,  Tampa FL 

Marvin Shield,  Taft FL 

Amado Santiago,  Taft FL 

Michael Worrell,  Selma NC 

Tony Casteel,  Kingsport *TN 

Darrell Griffis,  N Augusta SC 

Jean Parish,  Spartanburg SC 

David Ashman,  Roanoke VA 

David Pate,  Selma NC 

Debra Ashman,  Roanoke VA 

Ezzard May,  Selma NC 

James Gerig,  Taft FL 

Jermaine Hatfield,  Greensboro NC 

Norman Portee,  Charlotte NC 

William Zaremski,  Chesapeake VA 

Michael Mynatt,  Knoxville TN 

James Davis,  Kingsport *TN 

Jimmy Poore,  Kingsport *TN 

Lisa Hobbs,  Kingsport *TN 

Timmy Khorth,  Richmond VA 

Ruben Alvarez-Pabon,  Taft FL 

Eagle Team Member Anniversaries & News 

Operations Manager, Denise Barthalow, along with 

some of our Eagle Drivers painted the Taft Terminal 

recently and it looks great!  

Aaron Brown training with Jason Fonseca in 

North Augusta. 
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As we are closing in on the last quarter of the year 2020, I think it would be a 

huge understatement to say we have all grown weary of news about the COVID-

19 pandemic. It seems impossible to escape this news topic, but then again, have 

any of us experienced such a global event in our lifetimes? Even recognizing that 

we are all likely in a little collective news burnout I still wanted to take the 

opportunity to quickly review the current statistics, then talk a little about Eagle.  

 

At the time I write this, there have been 22 million COVID-19 cases worldwide 

and 775,000 deaths. Here in the United States, there have been nearly 5.5 

million cases and 170,000 deaths. Now we all have varied opinions on how these 

facts and figures are collected, but the reality remains that this is a very 

contagious and deadly disease.  

 

At Eagle, we took some prudent steps early on and when the dangers of the virus became more publicized & 

understood, we took much more aggressive steps, ahead of most. We’ve had several of our team members 

become concerned with symptoms and get tested, and a few of those have tested positive, but based on the 

national numbers, we have been greatly blessed with health.  

 

I firmly believe that personal protective practices, such as distancing, hand washing, face masks, and healthy 

workplace awareness are the primary reasons we have limited cases at Eagle. Cleaning your work areas at 

the beginning & end of your shift helps protect you and your co-workers. Please keep up the good work for 

your health, and for that of your family. Many states, including some in our operational footprint, are seeing 

significant upticks in cases, so we all need to stay focused on doing things right, with an emphasis on the 

small things that mean a great deal to all our health.  

 

Also, don’t lose track of, and continue to focus on safe work practices. Stay attentive and avoid distractions; 

watch your speed and following distance, and keep reminding yourself of the Smith system. “Match Two or 

Call,” and the delivery authorization are key components to avoiding product mixtures.  

 

Thanks goes out to everyone at Eagle Transport. Keep up the great work, and we will continue to 

SOAR!  

From the President’s Desk | Lance R. Collette, President & CEO 
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EAGLE TRANSPORT CORPORATION 
300 S. Wesleyan Blvd., Suite 200 
Rocky Mount, NC  27804 


